Immersed within the province of Teramo in the town of Bisenti (TE) agriturism Colle Paradiso is
situated in the centre of a magnificent estate of 30 hectares, 30 minutes from the sea and of the
mountain. The great extension of the company ensures the tranquillity of the stay and its splendid
structures, offer comfort and relax in a friendly and family.
The company is unique for comfort of access and to the proximity to a natural and artistic heritage
of rare beauty. AGRITURISM Colle Paradiso and situated in the valley of until, rich of landscapes
that united to the traditional and sublime kitchen, make the stays unique and exclusive. Many
itineraries to discover, is artistic nature, we invite you to visit the page dedicated to the tour.
In our farm you can taste the best dishes of typical cooking, from the rich starters to delicious
dishes, from second Sundries to more traditional sweet; all seasoned by wine typical local
(Montonico and Montepulciano d’Abruzzo).
For those who want days go by in relax, the company offers 3 Apartments from 4/6 sleeps,
furnished with simplicity and good taste are all with color TV, autonomous heating, kitchen with
tableware, bathroom with shower; in addition to double and triple rooms with bathroom and TV
color. Outside large gardens with games for children, mountain-bike, barbecue and Private
Parking are available to guests. A few minutes by the property are present: swimming pool
(summer) tennis courts, football and stables.
New: an external area and almost all the rooms have internet connection type Wi-Fi for a fast
connection broadband directly from your portable device with Wi-Fi.

The company farm is in total family management, keeps in its low Court animals, sheep, pigs
in keeping the records are present olive groves, vineyards and orchards. To request
opportunity to buy the following products: olive oil, cheese, salami, and wine, during the stay
can follow cooking and processing products. Accommodation facilities for disabled and
possibility of accommodation for your pets.
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Prices catering meals at a fixed price. Menu of the House € 18,00 (tour of hot and cold starters, tastings of
first, mixed with roasted vegetables and contours various, House dessert, coffee, bitter and typical wine
Montepulciano and Trebbiano).

New: The structure offers 2 Meeting of large dimensions to host events, meetings, business,
private parties, receptions, the rooms are equipped with slide projector, laptop computer,
amplification system with microphones Wi-Fi (both voice and musical), 2 facilities light (the first
dedicated to meeting the second suitable for festivals and music evenings). For any requirement
and event you will be assisted by qualified staff.

To achieve agriturism “Colle Paradiso” Bisenti (TE) by car:
From Teramo: Highway A/24 of the parks Rome - L' Aquila - Teramo, exit Villa Vomano, take the
former S. S. 365 of Bisenti, overcome the country still on former S. S. 365 direction Castiglione
Messer Raimondo to Km. 26,200 turn left following signs tourist: Time of arrival from the exit
25/30 minutes.
From Pescara: Highway A/14 Adriatica Bologna-Bari, exit Città Sant' Angelo (PE-Nord) then take
the Fondovalle Val until, towards Castiglione Messer Raimondo / Elice, arriving in the village of
Castiglione M. R, continue the former s.s. 365 direction Bisenti, to the Km. 26,200 turn right and
follow the local tourist indications: Time of arrival from the exit 25/30 minutes.

Accommodation prices:
Description

High Season

Low Season

Bed & Breakfast

€ 20,00

Half board treatment

€ 40,00

Full board treatment

€ 50,00

As you can see we do not apply different price lists for the low and high season, this is all due to the fact
that our Customers irrespective of the date of arrival are hosted by the same passion and the same
courtesy; from 1 January to 31 December.
Discounts for groups or/and stays medium-long, various promotions are activated during the year, for more
information call 0861.995165-368.3928750 mobile phone or send mail to info@colleparadiso.it
Prices are reported per person. ADVANCE BOOKING is recommended in advance.
It is that at our structure is the possibility of lodging for the disabled and for pets.

Near farm we can admire landscapes offered by the marvelous valley of the river until, to visit the towns of arsita,
Bisenti, Castiglione Messer Raimondo, MONTEFINO and Castilenti, arsita immersed in the green. Along the road you will
find several palaces nobility and the parish church of Santa Vittoria, the Church 1500s restored in 1700 that preserves,
inside, a 1700 wood sculpture of the dead Christ. A short distance away the church of SS. Trinity, with a door in basrelief in wood. In the area device, on a fortress, is a tower octagonal now belonging to non-existent fortified walls and
battlemented of 400.
On a hill not far from the centre there is, then, the Romanesque church of Santa Maria d' Aragona where it is possible to
admire a fresco 15c reproducing the image of the Madonna. rich of monuments is Bisenti.
Particular is the baroque mother church of Santa Maria degli Angeli with the bell tower and, inside, a statue of
terracotta of the Madonna with Child. Also interesting is the home of the 1400 badiale, the medieval tower, the
fountains ancient and the characteristic street in the support. Legend has it that it is NATO Bisenti Pontius Pilate and, in
testimony to this, the inhabitants of the village indicate what would have been, a time, his house.
Just outside houses of Bisenti, we find S. Pietro Church that dominates an enchanting landscape. In Castiglione Messer
Raimondo centre from the ancient origins, in the church of San Nicola di Bari, is kept a beautiful processional cross of
copper and silver gilt of SEC. XVI. It is worth, then, to visit the archaeological excavations in Colle San Giorgio, where
were found the remains of a sanctuary Italico which are dated back to the period Italico the first settlement in the
territory of Castiglione Messer Raimondo. To visit the ancient village of Appignano. Castilenti is interesting is the parish
church that holds a cross:. Then deserves a visit the Franciscan convent recently restored. MONTEFINO, perched on a
rock, dominates the valley, we find in the high part "fortress of court" shows structures relating to a tower 1500s a
square plan. Under the fortress develops on terraces the village, including the castle of Aquaviva and the church of S.
Giacomo. Direction Cellino Attanasio (Castle of the Dukes of Acquaviva, with the remains of walls by cylindrical towers,
and the beautiful parish church of Santa Maria La Nova, the portal 1300s is the work of artist Matteo De Caprio)
Montegualtieri are worth a visit because it presents a particular feature only in Abruzzo: the triangular tower of the'
300, probably built with the intention of sighting. From Bisenti is reached in approximately 30 minutes is the sea that
the mountain. 25 minutes from farm we find one of most important cities of art Abruzzo. Atri, just reach Piazza Duomo
to admire a true compendium of the history of the city of Atri, the testimonies align more precisely in this square. In the
East rises the Cathedral of Santa Maria Assunta, raised in 1285 on another church in the IX-X century. Splendid its four
sites, dating back to last years of 1200s. The facade has a portal of Rainaldo and a rose window surmounted by a small
niche that contains a statue of the Madonna and Child. The interior, with three naves, presents an apse square with
frescoed walls by Andrea De lithium in the second half of the 1400s. The museum annexed preserves precious relics:
painted majolica, crosses and pastoral ivory and silver, illuminated manuscripts, reliquari, wood carvings, statues and
hundreds of fragments and mosaics of building more ancient. Also the beautiful cloister, with two orders, and the
campanile with crowning octagonal, finished in the ESA. XV by Antonio da Lodi. 1700s is, however, the church of Santa
Reparata, UNITA southern flank of the Basilica and rich of testimonies Baroque. Always in Piazza Duomo, in the
northern part, extends the portico to round arches of Palazzo set and, to south, the Episcopal Palace and the seminar in
the late 1500s. In this space there is also the 19 th-century Theatre, still perfectly preserved and used for theatrical
seasons and music. By leaving then, on the left of the theatre, on course Adriano, always on the left meets the church of
Sant' Agostino, of the first of the 1300s, with a portal executed in 1420 about from Matteo from Naples. Shortly after,
on the right, opens the fantastic facade of the church of San Francesco, rebuilt, the first of 1700s, on a 1200s
construction. At the end of the course Adriano you reach Piazza Marconi, where it stands, majestic, the Palazzo Ducale
of Acquaviva, current municipal seat. It is a kind of fortress, all in stone, built in the first half of the 1300s, underwent
various transformations in the' 700. Its facade hides a Renaissance courtyard surrounded by a patio that guards entries
and Roman remains. From the piazza, through an arch leads to meditative San Nicola, with the homonymous church,
founded after the 1000 and rebuilt in the ESA. XIII. From here, crossing the street Picena will take you off Holy Spirit,
where there is a church, rebuilt on a construction of the SEC. XII, that by the name to the square. Therefore, along the
ring road that parallels the walls century and returning in the Piazzetta San Nicola, riuscendone immediately meets via
Acquaviva at the end is the church of Santa Chiara, built in the 1200s but rebuilt in 1500s. Continuing via Santa Chiara,
long the convent of the Clares, turning on the left is back on the ring, where the church of San Domenico dating back to
the first of the 1300s. The Church, in the lower part, keeps a structure coated in bands alternate in stone and cooked.
the portal reminiscent of the Cathedral, while the upper part and the inside are remakes eighteenth-century. In addition
to the monuments mentioned, for the ancient fountains, the caves and for those real architectures of nature that are the
gullies, Atri worth a visit for all the beauty that preserves, witness of a civil history and artistic very rich.

